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Identification of RDA 
Records
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These elements are included when applicable and readily available 
 245 : Title Proper
 245 $c : Statement of responsibility (only the first one is required)
 250 : Edition statement
 264  x0 : Production statement (for resources in an unpublished form)
 264  x1 : Publication statement  (if more than one publishers’ places and names are present, 

only the first one is required to be recorded)
 264  x2 : Distribution statement (for a published source, required only if place and name of 

publisher cannot be identified, only the first one is required; add date if publication date 
cannot be identified)

 264  x3 : Manufacture statement (for a published source, required only if neither place and 
name of publisher nor distributor can be identified, only the first one is required; add date 
if neither date of publication, date of distribution, nor copyright date can be identified)

 264  x4 : Copyright date (if neither date of publication nor date of distribution can be 
identified)

List of RDA Core Elements
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 Series statement
 Title proper of series
 Numbering within series
 Title proper of subseries
 Numbering within subseries

 Identifier for the manifestation
Carrier type
 Extent – only if the resource is complete or the total 

extent is known)

List of RDA Core Elements
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Recording attributes of works and expressions
 Preferred title of the work

- form of work 
- date of work
- place of origin 
- other distinguishing characteristic of the work

 Content type
 Language and date of expression
 Other distinguishing characteristic

Recording relationships to persons, families, and 
corporate bodies associated with a resource

 Creator 

List of RDA Core Elements
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 Change of content
 Change from one format to another (VHS to DVD, 

DVD and Blu-ray) 

When to create a new 
record?
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Running time

300  1 videodisc (approximately 119 min.)

306  015900           (hh/mm/ss)    

Running time exceeds 999 
minutes

Running time is 36 minutes
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 (DtSt)    

Fixed field dates
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 “p” - Distribution/Production Date : identical 

content with the original
 “t” - Publication/Copyright Date : when both dates 

are present, record both dates
 “r” – Reprint/Original Date : limited to resources re-

released in the same medium with no change in 
content  e.g. graphic representation, form, content or 
subject is the same as original or has been issued as a 
part of a series but is released again later as a single 
item.

Production, publication, 
distribution, copyright
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DVD was first introduced in Japan in the late 1996, 

U.S. in March 1997
 Blu-ray was introduced in U.S. in 2006

DVD & Blu-ray
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007 Physical description

007  v ǂb d ǂd c ǂe v ǂf a ǂg i ǂh z ǂi q
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Identifier for the 
manifestation

 0

 020 1435941926 
 024 1x 043396283374
 028 42  38818 ǂb Walt Disney

024
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 Contains a formatted date, time and/or  

coded place of creation, recording etc.
 Paired with 518 (or 500)
 Date entered in subfield as YYYYMMDD in

ǂa and ǂp for place of event

033  00  20160116 ǂp SK Olympic Handball  
Gymnasium, Seoul, Korea

Date, Time and place of event 
033
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 033 is paired with 518 

Got7

518  xx  ǂo Recorded live ǂp SK Olympic Handball 
Gymnasium, Seoul, Korea ǂd 2016 January 16.

Date, Time and place of event 
518
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 If the resource has more than one language, the 

predominant language is coded in                      other 
languages are coded in 041 

 If no language predominates, order the languages 
alphabetically and enter the first code value in 
MARC 008/35-37 and the other languages in MARC 
041

041 Languages
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Add 041 when:

 Sound track has different language versions
 Accompanying sound has different language versions
 Subtitles or intertitles for silent films are in different languages
 Language  of the sound accompanying a work is different than the 

subtitles
 Accompanying printed script for works is in different languages
 The medium of communication includes sign language

Do not add 041 for:
 Packaging language(s) – on disc or tape label, container, disc menu
 Special feature – audio commentary, special features
 Credits 

041 Language Code
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 Common subfields for moving image materials: 

 a  for spoken, sung and signed languages
 h  for original languages of main work (s)
 j   for written languages, including subtitles, captions and intertitles
 g  language code of accompanying material other than librettos 

041  1x  ǂa chi ǂa jpn ǂa kor ǂa eng ǂa spa ǂj eng ǂj spa ǂh chi

 Multiple works with different languages : use separate 
041 for each work.

008/35-37:  kor
041  0x  ǂa kor ǂh kor (Korean language film)
041  1x  ǂa eng ǂh kor (Korean language film dubbed in English)

041 Language Code
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041, 546 Language of the content

41 1   chi ǂa fre ǂj eng ǂh chi
546     Cantonese or French dialogue with optional English subtitles. 19




 Information about the time period portrayed in the 

film  1st indicator 0 – Single date/time
1 - Multiple single dates/times
2 - Range of dates/times

 A documentary film about the history during the Shōwa period 
045  2x  $b d 1926 $b d 1989

 A video about the inauguration of President Pak Kŭn-hye on February 
25, 2013.
045  0x  $b d 20130225

045 Time period of content
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 The date for original release

 046  xx  $k 1965 $ 2edtf
500  xx   Originally released in 1965.

 Set of films originally released in 2011, 2012, 2014
046  xx  $k 2011 $2 edtf
046  xx  $k 2012 $2 edtf
046  xx  $k 2014 $2 edtf
500  xx  Originally released 2011-2014.

046 Special Coded Dates
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 Add a qualifier (Motion picture, etc.) that matches the original distribution 

method to break conflict
 If additional qualifier is needed for motion picture, add qualifiers in this 

order: 
 Year of original release
 Director or filmmaker
 Production company

 Dubbed versions : authorized access point should be given to reflect the 
language of a dubbed version
 130 0x ǂa Shichinin no samurai (Motion picture). ǂl English

 If both the original and dubbed versions are present, no 130 is used. Both 
are encoded in 730. Language is not added to the original version
 730 02 ǂi Container of (work): ǂa Shichinin no samurai (Motion picture)
 730 02 ǂi Container of (expression): ǂa Shichinin no samurai (Motion picture). ǂl

English

130 Preferred title for 
motion pictures
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Another example is to use terms such as “Television 

program” to break conflict
 If additional qualifier is needed, add additional 

qualifiers in this order:

 Year first telecast
 Production company or network (use the authorized name 

heading)
 Country of production

130 Preferred title for television 
programs
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 130 0  書劍恩仇錄 (Television program : 2002)
 130 0   Shu jian en chou lu (Television program :   

2002)

130 Preferred title
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 Title frame or frames (or title screen, screens) 

 Label permanently printed or affixed on the surface of a 
videodisc  

245 Preferred source of 
information 2.2.2.3
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Container or accompanying material issued with the 

resource

Accompanying material

Preferred source of 
information 2.2.2.3
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Disc menu

27

Preferred source of information 
2.2.2.3




 Other published descriptions of the resource
 A container that is not issued with the   

resource itself
 Any other available source such as IMDb, 

Amazon and other movie databases

Other sources of 
information
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When more than one work is present, use the 

predominant work
 Source of title information must be recorded in 500 

when not taken from title frame or screen
 Title should be transcribed as it appears including 

misspellings. Correction can be given in 500 or 246 as 
a variant title

245 Title Proper
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 If comprehensive description is chosen : record the 
collective title as the title proper; titles of individual 
title in contents note and/or preferred title access 
points 730, not in 246
245 00  金庸武俠電影電視劇大全 /$c ……
245  00  Jin Yong wu xia dian ying dian shi ju da quan /$c ……
505  0x  $a 倚天屠龍記 (2003) --射鵰英雄傳 (2008) -- 書劍恩仇錄 (2009) -

- ……
505  0x  $a Yi tian tu long ji (2003) --she diao ying xiong chuan (2008) -

- shu jian en chou lu (2009) -- …..

245 Title Proper
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 730  02  $i Container of (work) : $a 倚天屠龍記 (Television 

program)
730  02  $i Container of (work) : $a Yi tian tu long ji (Television   

program)

730  02  $i Container of (work) : $a 射鵰英雄傳 (Television 
program)

730  02  $i Container of (work) : $a She diao ying xiong chuan
Television program)

245 Title Proper
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 If an analytical description is chosen:

245  xx 倚天屠龍記 /$c ….
245  xx  Yi tian du long ji /$c ….
490  1x  金庸武俠小說電視劇全集

490  1x   Jin Yong wu xia xiao shuo dian shi ju quan ji
830  x0  金庸武俠小說電視劇全集.
830  x0   Jin Yong wu xia xiao shuo dian shi ju quan ji.

245 Title Proper
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Record work-level roles such as creators, filmmaker, 

director, producer etc. in 245 and 508.
 Persons who have contributed to the artistic such as 

actors, actresses, narrator, presenter etc. should be 
recorded in 511 not in 245.

245 Statement of responsibility
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 246 : Variant titles
 730 : Individual titles in a compilation (not in 740)
 740 :  titles of accompanying materials, authorized 

access points not necessary, but desired

246, 730, 740 Variant titles
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 250      Two-disc ultimate edition.

 250       Newly restored edition.

 250       Widescreen edition.
 250        Widescreen.

39

250 Edition




Can be taken from any source
Name of country (or countries) where the principle 

office of the producer is located
Use name of the country of production in the form 

found in LC NACO Authority File and add $2 naf at 
the end
257  xx Japan $2 naf

257 Country of producing 
Entity

40





 257  xx China ǂa Hong Kong (China) ǂ2 naf

257 Country of producing 
Entity

41




 Publication Statement:  same source as title proper, 

another source within the resource, and sources listed at 
RDA 2.2.4
264  x1   

 Only the first place of publication is required
 Transcribe the place of publication as it appears on the 

source
 Use square brackets if information is taken from outside 

source
 Supply a probable place whenever possible than using 

[Place of publication not identified]

Publication Statement : Place of 
publication
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 Only the first publisher name is required
 If doubt if a person, corporate or family is functioning as 

publisher, treat the name as publisher
 Copyright date cannot be used as a substitute for a publication 

date

Publication Statement : Name of 
publisher
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 If no date of publication, record the copyright date 

associate with the content or bonus features (not 
packaging date) as publication date with a square 
bracket
264  x1  香港 : $b 美亞鐳射影碟有限公司 , $c [2004]
264  x1  Xianggang : $b Mei ya lei she ying die you 

xian gong si, $c [2004]
264  x4  $c  ©2004 
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 Distribution statement is optional  

264  x2
 If date is the same as publication or copyright date, not 

necessary to repeat the date in the distribution statement
264  x1 北京 : $b 北京东方影音公司, $c 2013.
264  x1 Beijing : $b Beijing dong fang ying yin gong si, $c 2013.
264  x2 广州 : $b 广东中凯文化发展有限公司经销

264  x2 Guangzhou : $b Guangdong Zhong kai wen hua fa zhan
you xian gong si jing xiao

264  x4  $c  ©2013 

Distribution Statement
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Only record the latest copyright date
Multiple copyright dates that apply to different 

aspects (DVD + audio CD set) are optional; enter in 
one single 264, separate by a comma
264  x4  $c © 2014, $c ©2012 (DVD and CD have 

different copyright dates)

Copyright Date
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 Physical descriptions of the resource are recorded in 300. Use 

“videodisc” for both DVD and Blu-ray discs.
 300  xx 1 videodisc (approximately 66 min.) :$ sound, color with black and white sequences ; $c 4 3/4 in.

 Record the primary carrier type and other significant carrier types 
in one 300
 300  xx 1 videodisc (90 min.) : $b sound, color ; $c 4 ¾ in. + $e 1 volume (10 pages : color illustrations ; 20 

cm)

 Multiply 300s may be used if needed for clarity
 300  xx  1 videodisc (90 min.) : $b sound, color ; $c 4 3/4 in. 

300   xx 1 volume (10 pages) : $b color illustrations ; $c 20 cm

 If actual playing time differs significantly from the playing time 
stated on the resource
 300  xx  1 videodisc (90 min., that is 45 min.) : $b sound, color ; $c 4 3/4 in. 

300 Carrier description
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Duration may be optionally recorded in coded form 

in 306
Record duration as hours, minutes, and seconds 

(HHMMSS)
300 xx  $a 1 video disc (2 hr., 30 min.)
306 xx  $a023000

306 Playing time
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Replace 245  GMD - $h [videorecording] with:

336 xx two-dimensional moving image ǂb tdi ǂ2 
rdacontent

337 xx video ǂb v ǂ2 rdamedia
338 xx videodisc ǂb vd ǂ2 rdacarrier

336, 337, 338
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 If more than one content type applies to the resource, 

record each content type in a separate 336, 337 and 
338 

 e.g. 336 xx two-dimensional moving image ǂb tdi ǂ2 rdacontent
336 xx text ǂb txt ǂ2 rdacontent
336 xx still image ǂb sti ǂ2 rdacontent
337 xx video ǂb v ǂ2 rdamedia
337 xx unmediated ǂb n ǂ2 rdamedia
338 xx videodisc ǂb vd ǂ2 rdacarrier
338 xx volume ǂb nc ǂ2 rdacarrier

336, 337, 338
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 ǂ a  material base and configuration
 ǂ b  dimensions
 ǂ d  Information recording technique

 340  xx  plastic ǂ b 4 3/4 in. ǂ c stamping ǂ 2rda

340 Physical Medium
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344 Sound characteristics

52




 $a Type of recording

$b Recording medium
$g Configuration of playback channels
$h Special playback characteristic

 Always record the above characteristics when known for the primary 
soundtrack

 Code as subfield 2 rda to terms from the RDA controlled lists

344  xx  digital $b optical $h Dolby Digital $2 rda

344  xx $3 videodisc $a digital $b optical $g surround $h Dolby $2 rda
344  xx $3 audio disc $a digital $b optical $ g stereo $2 rda

344 Sound characteristics

53





 Do not record anything in $a
 Record the broadcast standard (NTSC, PAL, HDTV or SECAM)
 Add subfield 2 rda at the end when using any of the above term 

346  xx  $b NTSC $2 rda
346  xx $b PAL $2 rda

346  xx  $3 disc 1 $b NTSC $2 rda
346  xx  $3 disc 2 $b PAL $2 rda

346 Video characteristics

54




 $a File type : video file

$b Encoding format : DVD video; Blu-ray; CD audio
$e Regional encoding

 Add $2 rda
347  xx video file $b DVD video $e region 1 $2 rda

 When multiple file types are present, use multiple 347
347  xx $3 videodisc $a video file $b Blu-ray $e all regions $2 

rda
347  xx $3 audio disc $a audio file $b CD audio $2 rda

347 Digital File characteristic
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 Core element when needed to differentiate a work from another work 

or the name of a person, family or corporate body
 It may also be added as part of an access point (e.g. preferred title)
 Take terms from a controlled vocabulary (e.g., LCGFT) and capitalize 

the first word to provide consistency

 380  xx  $a Television programs ǂ2 lcgft
 380  xx  $a Motion pictures ǂ2 lcgft
 380  xx  $a Documentary films ǂ2 lcgft
 380  xx  $a Animated films ǂ2 lcgft

380 Form of work
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 Unlike AACR2, RDA does not specify any order for notes to be 

recorded.
 Best practice Recommendations: 

 If a specified order for notes is desired, use ISBD order or a locally 
devised order. If a particular note is of local importance, it may be 
given first.

 Make separate note for each RDA element. Do not combine notes 
about multiple RDA elements into a single note unless necessary 
for clarity.

 When constructing note fields, use information exactly as stated on 
the source whenever possible

5xx Notes

58




538 System details note

59




 Many of the characteristics formerly recorded in 538

 344 (sound characteristics)
 346 $b (broadcast standard)
 347 (digital file characteristics-file type, and encoding method)
 500 (Aspect ratio)

 538 xx Disc characteristics: DVD+R.
 538 xx Disc characteristics: Recorded DVD.

 538 xx DVD, NTSC, region 1; Dolby Digital 4.0 surround; Dolby 
Digital mono. (dubbed French and Spanish); dual-layer.

538 System details note
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 The two most common aspect ratio are full screen 4:3 

(1.33:1; or ratio less than 1.5:1) and wide screen 16:9 
(1.78:1 or ratio greater than 1.5:1)

Round the numerical ratio in standard format with 
denominator of 1, if known.
500  xx  Full screen (1.33:1).
500  xx Wide screen (2.35:1).

500 Aspect Ratio
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Make a note about the source of the title if it was 

taken from a source other than the title screen as 
instructed in RDA 2.17.2.3.

 500  xx  $a Title from disc label.
 500  xx  $a Title from container.
 500  xx  $a Title from menu.

500 Title source note

62




 Accessibility content includes:
 Translation of dialog
 Descriptions of sound effects
 Musical notes if present
 Captioning, subtitles, and sign language etc.

546  xx  In Mandarin Chinese; optional subtitles in English, Japanese, 
and Korean.

 Always record inaccuracies regarding captioning to the 
extent possible.
500  xx  Container has symbol for closed captioning, however, video does

not have captions.

546 Accessibility Content
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 511 – a) Record names in each appropriate field if 

they are considered to be important.
b) if authorized access points are given, use  

relationship designators 

508 - Creation/production credits note

511 Performer, narrator and presenter 
508 Artistic and technical credit

64





 511 – a) Record names in each appropriate field if they are   
considered to be important.

b) if authorized access points are given, use  
relationship designators 

511 Performer, narrator and presenter 

65




 No limits on the number of works can be included in a 

content note.
 If separate title access points (in addition to the content 

note) are desired, record the titles in 730 preceded by the 
relationship designator “Container of (work)”: 
505  0x  $a 倚天屠龍記 (2003) --射鵰英雄傳 (2008) -- 書劍恩仇錄 (2009) -

- ……
505  0x  $a Yi tian tu long ji (2003) --she diao ying xiong chuan (2008) -

- shu jian en chou lu (2009) -- …..

730  02  $i Container of (work) : $a 倚天屠龍記 (Television program)
730  02  $i Container of (work) : $a Yi tian tu long ji (Television program)

505 Content note

66




 Summary information can be taken from any source
 Summary should be concise and written in a neutral 

tone, do not include judgments
 If a summary is used exactly as found on package, 

IMDb, website etc., enclose it in quotation marks and 
cite the source

520 Summarization of the content

67




 500  xx Originally released as a motion picture in 2011.

 521  8x MPAA rating: Rated PG for thematic material.

500 General notes
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586 Awards note
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655 Genre headings

 Some examples of genre headings for AV materials
 Action and adventure films. ǂ2 lcgft
 Animated films. ǂ2 lcgft
 Biographical films. ǂ2 lcgft
 Children’s films. ǂ2 lcgft
 Comedy film. ǂ2 lcgft
 Detective and mystery films. ǂ2 lcgft
 Documentary films. ǂ2 lcgft
 Filmed lectures. ǂ2 lcgft
 Filmed performances. ǂ2 lcgft
 Musical films. ǂ2 lcgft
 Video recordings for the hearing impaired. ǂ2 lcgft
 Video recordings for people with visual disabilities. ǂ2 lcgft
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 Information can be taken from any source
Only the relationship designator for creator is 

considered core in RDA
Do not include relationship designators in name-title 

access points 
 700  1x  $a Lee, Ang, $d1954- $t Wo hu cang long.

NOT
 700  1x  $a Lee, Ang, $d1954- $e film director. $t Wo hu cang long.

Relationship designators
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 Actor
 Cinematographer
 Costume designer
 Director of photography
 Editor of moving image work
 Film editor
 Film producer
 Film director 
 Production company
 Voice actor

Common Relationship 
designators for AV materials
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730 Added Entry-Uniform Title

75
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043   ǂk2005
500   Originally released as motion picture in 2005.
264 x1  [Tōkyō] : ǂb Asmik Ace Entertainment Inc., ǂc[2006]
264 x4  ǂc ©2006 78
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101
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Biography

At the age of 8 her family moved to England, but with 17 years old she went back to Hong Kong and began a 
career as advertising model; a beauty contest in 1983 gave her the opportunity to participate in the TV series 
"Police Cadet 1984" with Tony Leung Chiu Wai. Finally she debuted in movies with "Prince Charming" 
(1984). In 1996 she won her second HKFA Best Actress Award for "Comrades, Almost a Love Story". Also "A 
Fishy Story" (HKFA, 1989), "Full Moon in New York" (Golden Horse Film Award, 1990), "Center Stage" 
(Silberner Best Actress Award, Berlin Film Festival, 1992)... 
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 BSR: http://www.loc.gov/aba/pcc/bibco/documents/PCC-

RDA-BSR.pdf
 OLAC best practices: 

http://olacinc.org/sites/capc_files/DVD_RDA_Guide.pdf
 LC SHM 1913 Moving Image Genre/Form Terms: 

http://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeSHM/H1913.pdf
 OLAC LCGFT for moving images: 

http://olacinc.org/sites/capc_files/LCGFTbestpractices.pdf
 PCC Training Manual for Applying Relationship Designators in 

Bibliographic Records: 
http://www.loc.gov/aba/pcc/sct/documents/rel-desig-
guide-bib.pdf

130

Reference materials

http://www.loc.gov/aba/pcc/bibco/documents/PCC-RDA-BSR.pdf
http://olacinc.org/sites/capc_files/DVD_RDA_Guide.pdf
http://www.loc.gov/aba/publications/FreeSHM/H1913.pdf
http://olacinc.org/sites/capc_files/LCGFTbestpractices.pdf
http://www.loc.gov/aba/pcc/sct/documents/rel-desig-guide-bib.pdf



 Thank you!
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